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Abstract:  In this recent time the ultra-linked world is producing large volume of data by using social media 

sites like face book, twitter, what’s app, LinkedIn etc.. This massive data is very difficult to handle so to manage 

such type of data a new technology Hadoop is used but in traditional database data should be in structured 

manner so that retrieval, updating and  deleting  of data is possible i.e.by row wise . Hadoop[1] is basically a 

distributed file system (HDFS) - it lets you store large amount of file data on a cloud of machines, handling data 

redundancy etc. In this paper we will study about the difference of Hadoop from traditional Data base. 
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I. Introduction 
Hadoop isn't always a database, however instead an open source software program framework especially built to 

deal with massive volumes of structure and semi-structured statistics. Companies thinking about Hadoop 

adoption ought to compare whether their present day or future information needs require the form of 

competencies Hadoop offers. 

 

II. Structured Vs Unstructured 
Based statistics: statistics that is living in the fixed confines of a report or record is known as structured 

statistics. Owing to the reality that based records – even in massive volumes – can be entered, saved, queried, 

and analyzed in an easy and straightforward way, this type of facts is high-quality served with the aid of a 

conventional database. 

Unstructured information: facts that comes from a diffusion of sources, together with emails, textual content 

documents, videos, pictures, audio files, and social media posts, is called unstructured information. Being each 

complex and voluminous, unstructured information can't be handled or successfully queried by means of a 

conventional database. Hadoop’s potential to enroll in, mixture, and analyze good sized shops of multi-source 

records without having to structure it first lets in organizations to gain deeper insights quickly. Accordingly 

Hadoop is a perfect suit for agencies looking to save, manipulate, and examine huge volumes of unstructured 

information. 

Hadoop is currently getting used for index net searches, email junk mail detection, recommendation engines, 

prediction in economic offerings, genome manipulation in existence sciences, and for evaluation of unstructured 

records which include log, text, and click stream. While a lot of those packages may want to in truth be 

implemented in a relational database (RDBMS), the main core of the Hadoop framework is functionally 

exceptional from an RDBMS. The following discusses some of those differences. 

 

III. Hadoop Data Base Implementation Is Cost Effective 
Taken toll viability is dependably sympathy toward organizations hoping to receive new innovations. While 

considering a Hadoop usage, organizations need to get their work done to ensure that the acknowledged 

advantages of a Hadoop arrangement exceed the expenses. Else it is best to stay with a conventional database to 

meet information stockpiling and examination needs.  

In light of current circumstances, Hadoop has various things putting it all on the line that make execution more 

financially savvy than organizations may understand. First off, Hadoop spares cash by joining open source 

programming with item servers. Cloud-based Hadoop stages, for example, Qubole lessen costs further by 

dispensing with the cost of physical servers and distribution center space.  

Crossover frameworks, which incorporate Hadoop stages with customary social databases, are picking up 

notoriety as financially savvy courses for organizations to influence the advantages of both stages. 

 

IV. Fast Analysis Of Data Is Critical 
Hadoop was intended for vast disseminated information handling that addresses each document in the database. 

What's more, that kind of preparing requires some serious energy. For errands where quick execution isn't basic, 

for example, running end-of-day reports to survey day by day exchanges, checking verifiable information, and 

performing examination where a slower time-to-knowledge is satisfactory, Hadoop is perfect.  
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Then again, in situations where associations depend on time-delicate information investigation, a conventional 

database is the better fit. That is on the grounds that shorter time-to - understanding isn't about examining vast 

unstructured datasets, which Hadoop does as such well. It's about investigating littler information sets in 

genuine or close ongoing, which is the thing that conventional databases are all around prepared to do.  

Mixture frameworks are additionally a solid match to consider, as they permit organizations to utilize 

conventional databases to run little, profoundly intelligent workloads while utilizing Hadoop to prepare colossal, 

complex information sets. 

 

V. Which Methodology Is Ideal 
That all depends. While the advantages of huge information investigation in giving further bits of knowledge 

that lead to upper hand are genuine, those advantages must be acknowledged by organizations that activity due 

constancy in ensuring that Hadoop is the examination instrument that best serves their requirements. 
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